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Foreword from the Committee of Rescue Organisation Ireland
It is with great pleasure that Rescue Organisation Ireland is able to provide this RTC
Challenge Handbook tailored specifically for COMPLEX SCENARIOS to current and
potential participants with the most up-to-date available information on the Road
Traffic Collision Challenge Concept. This handbook should be used in conjunction
with its precursor RTC Challenge Handbook and Assessment Methodology.
On both a national and worldwide level it has been recognised that the learning and
experiential participation of individuals and teams in the events held by Rescue
Organisation Ireland, and its international partners, has increased the working
knowledge of emergency personnel in dealing with real operational road traffic
collisions and trauma incidents that they attend in the course of their work.
Rescue Organisation Ireland (ROI) was formed in March 2008 as an Emergency
Services based national charity focused on providing an additional training outlet for
Road Traffic Collision and Trauma based incidents for Irish Fire & Rescue Service
personnel. ROI is affiliated to the World Rescue Organisation as a Level 1 member this was achieved by hosting the World Rescue Challenge in Ireland in 2010, running
regular RTC & Trauma skills days across Ireland every year, and holding National
Challenges. ROI is a leading member of the World Rescue Organisation with
members sitting on the WRO Executive Committee and several working groups. Our
Committee members come from all corners of the country and have worked tirelessly
to bring the focus of casualty centred training and rescue to operational emergency
personnel across Ireland through the numerous events that we have held.
The content of this handbook is focused on the Complex scenario types and on
developing and promoting ‘Best Safe Practice’. The handbook is a learning platform
by matching talents and skills through assessment and encouraging participants to
make hard and critical examination of their own rescue practices, techniques and
tools. It is envisaged that this Handbook will provide an additional insight in the
complex scenarios to all persons who are actively interested in becoming involved in
the Challenge Concept and developing themselves and teams to participate at our
events.
Teams that participate under ROI have the benefit of gaining new and additional
skills at no cost and also the potential to represent Ireland and their organisations on
a National and International basis.
Please visit our website for more information www.rescue-org-ireland.com or the
World Rescue Organisation www.wrescue.org where you can gain further
information on our past and future activities.
We hope to see you and/or your team at an upcoming ROI event.
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1.0

Introduction
The complex scenario was first suggested in 2006 and was introduced at a
World Rescue Challenge (WRC) in Cardiff in that same year. It was designed
around the need to make the scenarios more realistic and give Incident
Commanders (I.C’s) more of an active role within scenarios; as some
professional rescue teams were to some degree operating independently of
the command structure and guidance.
The scenarios were designed to replace the need to have a separate
unlimited and rapid or time critical scenario and effectively combined the two
scenarios into one thus streamlining the format of future WRC’s.
The complex scenario is designed around a rescue team of 6, comprising of
one I.C, two medics, three tool operators and are of 30 minute duration. The
scenarios are more complex than the standard scenarios in that the
complexity of the damage in relation to casualty entrapment is more advanced
and there is the added complexity of a second casualty and upwards of 3
vehicles involved.

1.1

Psychology of Command

The complex scenarios were primarily introduced because some established
teams were well drilled in what was required throughout scenarios, this
effectively rendering any decision making process redundant by the I.C. This
exposed the challenge format to criticism in that the scenarios, although
realistic did not mirror operational incidents and therefore the learning process
gained from such events was limited.
The complex scenario forced I.C’s to manage the situation and process many
elements of important information:
• Numbers of Casualties.
• Which casualty is prioritised over the other (Triage).
• Liaising with the Medic to form more than one extraction
pathway.
• Liaising with the technical team regarding vehicle construction,
stability and prioritising space creation.
• Time critical release.
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Psychologists have long debated the complexities surrounding decision
making and what makes one individual more effective at dynamic decision
making over another. It has been long established that although there are
various types of decision making processes; Chaotic, Procedural, Dynamic
and Recognition Primed, to name a few; the I.C must possess elements of all
types in order to process complex decisions during phases of extreme
operational stress. Therefore, the complex scenario has introduced a
valuable element to the challenge format, forcing all team members to make
dynamic decisions under great stress during realistic scenarios.

1.2

Chaotic Decision Making

This form of decision making leaves the I.C reactive to the demands of the
incident and therefore the team is not effectively planning any processes they
simply react to the situations they find themselves in. Chaotic decision
makers are creative in that they react well to the environment, but fail to
forward plan. This makes the I.C effective in the dynamic stages of an
incident, but problematic when a clearer overall objective is required.

1.3

Procedural Decision Making

This type of I.C has an over reliance on strict procedures and sometimes fails
to react to the dynamic stages of incidents that require ‘out of the box’
decisions or planning. This is often characterised as ‘analysis paralysis’
syndrome where the I.C quickly becomes over run with information and they
fail to filter and prioritise tasks, the likely outcome is the crew will self deploy in
an attempt to rectify the problem which ultimately leads to more information
for the I.C to filter, causing more confusion.
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1.4

Dynamic Decision Making

Often characterised as ‘fly by wire’ decision makers, where they feel
compelled to make any decision on the premise that doing anything has to be
better than doing nothing. From doing something, plans start to emerge and
from the chaos, emerges planning or ‘logical instrumentalism’; feeling the way
ahead! This type of decision making has some merit on the incident ground,
but these primary led decision makers often fail to recognise the finer details
of a problem and only realise the problem when they have been fully
committed towards their plan or strategy, making any changes that are
needed in the plan, difficult and time consuming to implement.

1.5

Recognition Primed Decision Making (RPD)

Characterised by the I.C who has a wealth of experience at their disposal and
although they may have not experienced exactly that type of incident before,
they have enough experiential learning to modify their planning process to
meet the needs of the new experience or incident. The problems start when
the I.C has executed their plan by RPD, but it has not rectified the problem or
resolved the incident and therefore this type of decision maker quickly
becomes ineffective when dealing with challenging or complex incidents
where they have no experience. They then often resort to one of the other
profiles mentioned above.

Clearly all elements of the different decision making processes come in to
play at various stages at incidents; therefore the complex scenario has been a
valuable learning and development tool for experienced incident commanders
and those wanting to develop their skills in preparation for promotion.
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2.0

Complex Scenario

In keeping with previous scenario and assessment methodology guidance
from ROI; the various elements of the manual will be colour coded RED for
Command considerations, BLUE for technical team considerations and
GREEN for medical considerations.
The manual will also outline the assessment process during each stage and
hopefully give some insight into the thought processes of the assessor and
timelines to follow in order to successfully complete the complex scenarios. It
is important to recognise which casualty is the time critical patient as this may
not be easily identifiable in the initial stages of the incident. One casualty that
seems unresponsive in the first minute may be fully conscious after the airway
has been managed and conversantly the fully conscious casualty may start to
slip into unconsciousness after 5 minutes; therefore the medics must ensure
that a full survey is completed of both casualties in order to correctly identify
the time critical patient.
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2.1

Initial Approach 0 – 5 minutes

The initial stages will be chaotic as the team will be faced with a number of
casualties which may be located in one or more vehicles. One casualty will
be physically trapped by the incident and this will require a displacement of a
vehicle or part of that vehicle in order to release them. One casualty will also
be time critical. Although unusual, teams may be faced with a trapped and
time critical casualty being the same person.
Incident commanders should ensure that a 360 degree survey is done and
establish a dynamic risk assessment so safe systems of work can be
implemented by the team. The 360 can be done by the I.C and Medic or by
the technical team, the medic should take care not to touch the vehicle until
the 360 has been completed and all hazards have been identified. The
objective at this stage is to identify the casualties and their locations and start
to plan for the complexities of stabilising the vehicles which may be time
consuming. Ensure that the stability of all effected cars is done to a high
standard as rectifying mistakes in stability later is not a viable option. Seek an
update on the casualty’s conditions within 5 minutes as this will greatly affect
the extrication planning stages.
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Encourage the technical team to fully stabilise all affected vehicles and move
the unaffected vehicles where possible (being mindful of cars placed on top of
other vehicles, the risk of sliding and falling vehicles, crews must remain
outside risk area or appoint safety observers).
If I.C is completing the 360 survey ensure at least one person goes with the
I.C to confirm understanding of the risks, and the 2 other tech team start to
establish a tool dump being mindful of potential reach of hydraulic hose-lines
and wind direction for fumes from the pump entering the vehicles. Ensure all
affected vehicles are fully stabilised and take care to ensure this is done
correctly within the initial stages as returning to correct stability issues later
will not be an effective option as repositioning selected stability will unstabilise the vehicles as a whole. One tech team to assist medic with access
to the car and although this must be carefully balanced against the stability
that can be achieved, it should not be unduly delayed as rapid medical
intervention will be needed. If I.C requests tech team to complete 360, one
tool operative along with the medic to complete the 360 while the others
establish tool dump, do not let the medic touch any part of the vehicle until a
full 360 has been done and all hazards have been identified, then assist in
initial stability and medic access. Tool team to look at vehicle constriction and
possible rapid extraction routes from vehicle while stabilising the vehicles.
The medic should complete the full 360 with the I.C or tool operative and
avoid touching the vehicles, objectives at this time are to locate the casualties
and identify possible routes in to the vehicle. The second medic can make
verbal contact with the casualties and reassure them while the stability is
being done. Be mindful of stability issues, but do not delay treatment or
access to the vehicles especially if there is an airway compromise. Provided
there is no safety issues with stability, a vehicle can be accessed, in this
situation, by the medic. Manual C-Spine immobilisation, airway management
and oxygen therapy (where considered appropriate) should be done, then the
two medics should complete a primary survey on their respective casualties. It
should be visually apparent which casualty is trapped and vital signs will
indicate the time critical casualty. This information and cause of entrapment
should be passed to the I.C. as quickly as possible i.e. within minutes. A full
secondary survey then can be completed enlisting the help of a tool operator
if need be. Continual and frequent confidential updates to the I.C. should
continue throughout the scenario.
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Assessment Considerations
In the initial stages the assessors will be looking for a safe approach to the
scenario, a full 360 and hazard identification and successful casualty triage
and management. It’s vitally important that the stability is done in a logical
manner which is safe and effective and will not need altering as the scenario
progresses. The I.C and tool operatives must ensure that stability does not
hinder extraction pathway options, therefore blocks / cribbing and stability
rams must avoid where possible doorways in to the vehicle as these will
provide an emergency access and egress route for medics and casualties.
The I.C should be identifying the emergency route out of the vehicle within 5
minutes, and this should be a door or large opening of the vehicle e.g, cut
away windscreen or rear hatch. Cars on their side are particularly difficult for
teams as emergency routes out of the car are limited. Teams must avoid
declaring the upper most doors their emergency routes as this is simply not
an achievable option. In this circumstances, the reciprocating saws should be
used to cut away large sections of the roof to enable an emergency route,
medical assessors will want to see a degree of control when extracting the
time critical casualty!

2.2

Interim Considerations 5 – 10 minutes

The I.C should have all affected vehicles stabilised within 5 minutes and
selected the nearest door or suitable opening for the rapid casualty. The
medics should have fully briefed the I.C as to the time critical casualty and the
trapped casualty and the priority should be on the rapid and controlled release
of the time critical casualty. I.C must ensure the nearest door or opening has
been secured within 7 minutes and this will give the tool operatives and the
medic time to remove the time critical casualty which must be controlled.
The removal methodology should be swift, but controlled. Elements of
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haemorrhage control or limb immobilisation can be a secondary consideration
to the spinal control and rapid removal. Remember, if the casualty is not out
of the vehicle in 10 minutes, they will be dead anyway!
Tool operatives should attempt to fully stabilise all affected vehicles within 5
minutes and then the nearest door or large opening should be selected as the
emergency route out of the vehicle for the time critical casualty. Ensure that
it’s the nearest viable doorway to the casualty as they will need to be
physically moved out of the vehicle very quickly. Do not skip stability issues, if
required, leave one person to continue with stability and the other two tool
operatives assist the medic and create an emergency exit in the vehicle. As
time is very tight at this stage, use one of the nearest passenger doors and try
to avoid complex tool operations to establish an emergency route. If all
available doors are compromised, consider spreading the door or cut away
with reciprocating saws any sacrificial metal such as roof (Tunnelling) or
windscreen or rear hatch. Do not use upper-most doors when the vehicles
are on the side as this is not a viable extraction pathway for casualties;
however this may be used as an effective access and egress for team
members. The focus is on the controlled release of the time critical casualty
within 10 minutes.... or they die! Once the casualty is released continue with
stability then move on to full plan.

Medics should have correctly identified which casualty is time critical and
which is entrapped, the I.C must be briefed so the tool operatives can be
informed and the rapid removal of the time critical casualty must be completed
within 10 minutes. Therefore, oxygen management, haemorrhage control or
extremity immobilisations are a secondary consideration to spinal control and
final release times. If the time critical casualty is also trapped, attempt to
manipulate the limb out of the entrapment or remove the vehicle trim to
release, as a last resort consider spreading the area, but a degree of limb
manipulation will be required to free the casualty. As soon as the
emergency route has been established, start to prepare the casualty for
boarding and removal which must be controlled. Remember that the medical
assessor will be requiring a full medical handover of the casualty once out of
the vehicle, so ensure a full primary and secondary survey has been
completed..... you have 7 minutes! Once handover is completed, assist the
other medic with a thorough patient survey and identify how the entrapment
can be released. Do not try to manipulate the entrapped limb, this must
be done by the physical relocation of the vehicle by the tool operatives.
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Assessor Considerations
The assessors will be looking to ensure the medical team has correctly
identified the time critical casualty and are prioritising the removal and care
appropriately. The vehicles should be stabilised or nearly stable and the
command and technical assessors will be watching to see if the I.C can
process the conflicting information and prioritise those requirements to be
achieved for the welfare of the casualty. At this point the I.C is under
incredible stress as the medic will require assistance and action, the vehicles
may not be stable and the tool operators will be identifying the emergency
route and may be experiencing difficulties in establishing the extraction
pathway. Complexities in stability may also be limiting stability options.

2.3

Ongoing Considerations 10 – 20 minutes

At this stage we should now have one casualty out of the vehicle and the I.C
must take some time to review the actions of the team before continuing.
Ensure that stability is fully achieved on all the vehicles and those vehicles
that can be moved have been. Review the planning stages in relation to
available extraction pathways and the stability of the vehicles and liaise with
the medic to establish what the degree of entrapment is. At this point the I.C
will need to determine if more internal space is required in the vehicle or more
space would be achieved by cutting away of the vehicle shell. The I.C must
prioritise the entrapment and ensure the casualty is released as soon as
possible as this is the only element stopping that casualty from being
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removed. If the casualty’s condition worsens then the existing emergency
route can be used, if this route is not practical, then another emergency route
should be opened. Once the emergency route is secured (Not compromised
by tools, rams etc) and the degree of entrapment released, then the full
extrication plan can be executed. The full plan must have due cognisance of
the condition of the casualty so a full brief from the medic is required.

The technical team must ensure that the stability on the vehicles involved is
fully completed and checked before any cutting is done on the vehicles. The
entrapment of the casualty within the car is now the priority and the release
may be achievable by removing vehicle trim, seats etc or it may require
ramming or spreading of the vehicle. Can this be achieved with the space
available? Is time better spent creating internal space to achieve this? Is
time better spent cutting the shell of the vehicle to gain more space? Liaise
with the medic and I.C as to the objectives; however the entrapment MUST be
released before the plans are progressed any further! Once the entrapment is
released, leave the management of the casualty to both medics and liaise
with the I.C for the full extrication plan. Any planning must be mindful that the
medics will require 3 minutes to board and remove the casualty so all cutting
must be achieved at 27 minutes. A full internal survey of the vehicle will now
be required to locate any passenger safety systems such as airbags, pretensioners; ensure seatbelts are removed before any cutting is done on the
vehicle as accidental activation will cause injury!

Medics will need to identify the full extent of the entrapment and advise the
tool operatives how best to release the casualty. Ensure ongoing spinal
management and oxygen therapy and treat other injuries as required. Try to
make the casualty comfortable and reassure them that they will be released
quickly once the entrapment has been cleared. Complete at least 2 full
patient surveys and contrast the two sets of observations to determine if the
casualty is stable and a full extraction pathway is the best option and liaise
with the I.C as to the casualties injuries and suggest planning options for the
release of the casualty. Be mindful that the casualty may need to be moved
inside the car to assist the tool operators when cutting, consider if any
movements can be done to place the casualty on the longboard earlier which
will help towards the end of the scenario. Consider the use of a neck collar to
help in spinal immobilisation if appropriate and remember to loosen any collar
if the casualty will be spending any time on a longboard to avoid inter-cranial
pressure. When the second medic is not assisting with the care of the
casualty, they should assist the tool operatives in achieving internal space
within the vehicle.
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Assessor Considerations
Assessors will be looking to see if the I.C can now take stock of the situation
and evaluate all available options that may be open to them. The I.C should
liaise with the medics to establish the degree of entrapment and work to
release this as a priority. The emergency route should remain available or be
modified should the second casualty need to be removed and there should be
clear and appropriate extrication planning in relation to the casualty’s
condition and medical needs. The vehicles should now be fully stable and
have at least 2 stability checks completed. Planning should be communicated
to all team members so they are all working towards the I.C objectives and
the medics should be completing a series of full patient assessments to
contrast observations in preparation of a handover once the casualty is
released.

2.4

Final Considerations 20 -25 minutes

The extrication planning should now be fully underway, the casualty
entrapment should be released and the technical team should be nearing the
completion of the plans. Check with the medics that you are still ok to
continue with the full extrication plan and ensure that the immediate area is
kept clear of tools and equipment for H&S reasons. I.C must be mindful of the
manual handling risk that may be present to their staff in relation to moving
the casualty and the availability of space within the vehicle. The casualty
handling area should be established and the focus now should be to terminate
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all cutting operations (25 – 27 minutes) in preparation of handing the process
of extracting the casualty over to the medics.

Tool operators should now be in the final stages of completing the full plan.
The emergency route must be established, the entrapment of the casualty
must have been released and the focus is on space creation for the
extrication of the casualty. If not already done so, two of the team may be
required to assist the medics in moving the casualty on to the longboard in
preparation of final release. All cutting must be completed at the 27 minute
mark as the medics will require 3 minutes to remove the casualty and brief the
medical assessors. Remember the time versus benefit equation: How much
time will this cut take me and how much benefit or space will I create? The
team must use its time valuable and dual tool where personnel are free. A
final stability check will be required on the 25 minute mark in preparation for
moving the casualty. All available space inside the vehicle should have been
achieved; seats should be moved back and fully reclined with headrests
removed for ease of moving the casualty. Be mindful of any manual handling
risks when working and lifting within confined spaces, if time permits, create
more space!

The I.C will be looking for a final confirmation that the casualty is still stable
and the team can continue with the full plan. Both medics should now
prepare themselves for the final movement of the casualty and position
themselves accordingly. Ensure that a casualty handling area is established
and that a longboard is being prepared if the casualty is not already on one.
Prepare for the medical hand over to the medical assessor and gather your
thoughts to ensure the hand over is concise, clear and accurate. Where
possible ensure that as much internal space has been created for the
movement of the casualty and ensure the tool operatives are briefed before
you move the casualty.

Assessor Considerations
At this point there should be no issues with the stability of the cars, at least 3
stability checks should have been done where appropriate and one final
check prior to removal of the casualty. The work area should be clear of tools
and debris, there should be one debris dump and one tool dump and the I.C
should be fully aware of the condition of the casualty and must have
communicated the planning process to all team members so they are all
working towards the same objective. All cutting should be completed by 27
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minutes at the latest with the maximum internal space being created. I.C
should be fully aware of the restriction on their planning in relation to manual
handling risks and crews should be briefed. The medical assessor will be
concerned with the appropriateness of the ongoing care and be looking to see
if all secondary injuries or complaints have been identified by the medical
team. Technical assessor will want to see the appropriate tool being selected
for the required job and the ongoing correct tool operation and H&S of the
team as the team starts to tire. A casualty handling area should be
established and the area should be away from the tool dump.

2.5

Closing Considerations 25 -30 minutes

The I.C should be confident that the full plan has been achieved or if not how
long with the remaining cuts take? At this point the I.C should decide if the
emergency route is the most appropriate extraction pathway to use or wait
and let further cutting go ahead in the hope the full plan will be available. If
the decision is made to use the emergency route, this must be done with
extreme care and the casualty must be moved in a controlled manner.
Remember in the closing stages, the team can undo all the good work done in
the first 25 minutes! A casualty handling area must now be established,
internal space creation must be at a maximum and the team should be
readying themselves to hand over to the medics. At this stage the I.C must
remain focused and in control, there is 5 minutes left to release the casualty
and this must be used wisely.
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The tool operators should now be finishing the cutting and ensure the working
area is clear of tools and debris. Ensure all sharp areas are covered and a
final stability check is completed. The pump should be turned off and the
team should be preparing to receive a full casualty brief from the lead medic.
Tool belts and GP gloves must now be removed to the tool dump and
casualty handling gloves be used to help move the casualty.

The lead medic should now ensure that all members of the team be briefed as
to the casualty’s medical complaints and how best to move the casualty out of
the car. Prepare the team to move the casualty on to the longboard if not
already done so and ensure all team members are clear of sharp edges and
that they are wearing the correct gloves. Proceed to coordinate the removal
of the casualty from the car to the casualty handling area and brief the
medical assessor.

Assessor Considerations
At this point the assessors will be looking for a clear hand over of control to
the medic, this control should be received back to the I.C once the casualty is
within the casualty handling area. The assessors will be interested in the
amount of internal space created and the quality of cutting and tool operation
throughout. The area should be clean and tidy with all tools in the tool dump
and all debris within the debris dump. The medical assessor will be expecting
an in-depth brief and medical handover which covers all the casualty’s injuries
and medical complaints that may be of relevance.
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3.0

Close Down and Debrief
The team will be given 10 minutes to collect their personal tools from the pits
and make their way to the debrief area. The debrief will be 15 minutes long
with each assessor outlining the areas of development and areas that were
completed to a high standard. It is important for the team to realise that the
assessor may question individuals to clarify a particular area of interest. The
debrief will not take any longer than the 15 minutes allocated because of
timings for the challenge so any areas of clarity that may be required should
be directed to the head assessor who will speak to the assessors on the
teams behalf.

4.0

Reference Material and Complex Marking Sheets
This handbook should be used in conjunction with the previously published
RTC Challenge Handbook and Assessment Methodology, Version 1,
October 2013, available to download from www.rescue-org-ireland.com.

Challenge Marking Sheets and the Marking Schemes are available on the
ROI and WRO websites for teams to use during their training. There is no
magical formula applied to the scores and the assessors will be following the
behavioural indicators given in the marking schemes to allocate scores.
Below is the generic challenge marking sheets, currently in use. ROI will
endeavour to have copies of the latest Marking Sheets available on our
website and if any changes are introduced this will be highlighted on the
website and discussed prior to any challenge or workshop.
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5.0

Feedback and Comments on this Handbook
This handbook and like others in the series produced by Rescue Organisation
Ireland, is subject to regular review and, for that reason, it is requested that
any comments and/or insights that arise during its implementation are fed
back to the organisation.

All comments should be forwarded to:
A/Chief Fire Officer,
Padraig O'Longaigh,
Secretary of Rescue Organisation Ireland
polongaigh@meathcoco.ie
Assistant Chief Fire Officer,
Michael Gahan,
Rescue Organisation Ireland Head Assessor
mgahan@carlowcoco.ie
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